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A DUAL FINITE ELEMENT APPROACH FOR STRESSES
OF ELASTO-PERFECTLY PLASTIC BODIES

P. NEITTAANMÄKI, V. RIVKIND, AND G. SEREGIN

Abstract. Primal and dual approaches are introduced for the elasto-perfectly

plastic problems. We prove theorems for approximating the stresses of elastic-

perfectly plastic bodies.

1. Introduction

The stress state of a perfect elastic-plastic body is determined by solving a
problem which is known as the Haar-Karman variational principle (see, for

instance, [3]). According to the modern theory of duality the corresponding

problem may be interpreted as the dual problem to the variational problem for

displacement fields (the direct problem) (see [3]). Unfortunately, its functional

has linear growth at infinity relative to the deviator of strain tensor. For this

reason solutions with jumps of discontinuities can appear (see [9]). Possible

nonregularity of solutions in the direct problem makes it difficult to obtain a

priori error estimates for numerical schemes (finite element method, for ex-

ample). However, the solution of the dual variational problem is known to

be smoother. In particular, the solution belongs to the Sobolev space WXo¡.2.

From the mechanical point of view, solving a dual variational problem is more

preferable since elastic and plastic zones are determined by the yield condition

expressed in terms of the stress tensor.

In this work we consider primal and dual approaches for elasto-perfectly plas-

tic problems. We prove that the approximate solution of this problem converges
to the exact solution, and we give an error estimate.

Finally, it should be noted that ideas used in the present paper may be applied

also to other variational problems whose functionals have linear growth (such

as the minimal surface problem, the Plateau problem, etc.).

2. Primal and dual formulations

Consider an elastic-plastic body being in equilibrium under action of the

given forces and occupying a domain Q. in E" ( n = 2 or n = 3 ). We suppose

that the boundary of Q is Lipschitz continuous. The direct variational problem

reads as follows.
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Problem (77P) : Find a displacement field u £ V0 + uq such that

(2.1) I(u) = inf {I (v):v£Vo + uo).

Here,

I(v):= j g(e(v)) dx-M(v)
Jo.

and the integrand of the problem has the form

g(e) := ^Kotr2e + g0(\eD(v)\)   Ve £ M?x"

with
-> ■,-, v2k*

pt2 if \t\ <to:=
go(t) = { ' " - u '      2p   '

p(2\t\t0-t2)   if|í|>í0-

Above, Ko, p, K are positive constants, eD := e- ¿ tre I denotes the deviator

of the matrix e € M"x"  (the space of all symmetric (n x n) matrices), tre

means the trace of e and I is the identity matrix in M"x" . Moreover,

M(v):= I f-v dx+ I    F-vdl,    v e Wx-2(Çi; R"),
Jíl JdiQ.

where f, F are the given volume and surface loads, respectively, wo is a given

function,
V0:={v£ Wx'2(Q;R"):v = 0   in   dxCl},

and dxQ, d2Q are parts of the boundary du. so that

dxCind2Cl = 0,    dxQ.nd2Q = Ci.

We assume that

(2.2) u0£ Wl-2(Q;Rn),     f£L"(Q;R"),     F £ L°°(£2; ö2Q),

where Wp>q and Lq are usual Sobolev and Lebesgue spaces, respectively.

Together with the Problem ( 3° ) we shall consider the variational problem for

determining displacement fields in plasticity theory with small linear hardening

ô£  (0,/i].

Problem (77°s) : Find u& £ u0 + V0 such that

(2.3) Iô(us) = inf{Iô(v):v£Vo + u0}.

Here,

h(v):= I gs(e(v))dx-M(v)
Jo,

and

gs(e) := ¿K0tx2e + gos(\eD(v)\),    gos(t) := \st2 + ^So(t)

for e e M£x" , t £ R. It is well known that under conditions (2.2) Problem

(7?s ) possesses a unique solution us (see, for example, [3, 13]).

Now we can formulate problems which are dual for problems ( J3 ) and ( ̂  ),

respectively.
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Problem (770*): Find a stress tensor o £ Qf n K such that

(2.4) R(o) := sup{/?(T) : r £ Qf n K}.

Here,

where

R(t) := / (e(u0) : x - -a(x, i)) dx - M(u0),
Ja L

a{r'^:=nJKotTrXTa + ^TD:aD

with T and o from Mnx" . Moreover,

K := {t £ L2(Çl; Mnsxn):9'(o(x)) < 0   for a.a. x £ Q}

denotes the set of admissible stress tensors satisfying the Mises yield condition
and

Qf := {t £ L2(Q ; Msnxn) : I x : s(v)dx = M(v)   Vv e F0}

denotes the set of all stress tensors satisfying equilibrium equations in stresses.

Remark. In this case, 7F : M"x" -> R   is defined as follows:

y(T) := |td| - s/2K   forteM^".

If we suppose that the condition

(2.5) 3ox£Qf   and   3X > 0 : ̂ (ox(x)) < -X   for a.a. x £ Q

holds, then the Problem ( a0* ) has a unique solution, and the following equality
is valid (see, for instance, [3]):

(2.6) inf(^>) = R(ff) = sup(^*).

Unfortunately, the Problem ( 7P ) in general is not solvable and, therefore, it

must be relaxed. The corresponding variational relaxation was made in [1,

7 and 12]. Its weak solution belongs to the space BD(Q) of vector-valued

functions of bounded deformation (see, for instance, [13]).

The problem which is dual to Problem ( ̂ $ ) may be posed in the following
way.

Problem (&>£) : Find oô £ Qf such that

(2.7) Rô(oâ) = suv{Rs(z):z£Qf},

where

Rs(r):=R(r)-¡^-^)Ja(\^\-V2k.)2+dx

and (z)+ is the nonnegative part of z .

Problem ( £?>£ ) is uniquely solvable as well, and

(2.8) Js(u3) = R6(os).

Concerning the relation between Problem ( ̂  ) and Problem ( 7?g ) we have

the following result:
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Theorem 1. Suppose that the conditions (2.2), (2.5) hold. Then

(2.9) Rs(oô) -» R(o)   as   3^0,

(2.10) Ir I a(os - a, os - o) dx < Rs(os) - R(o).
1 Ja

Proof. In view of the inequalities

go(t) < goe(t) < gop(t)   for all* £ M   and Se(0,p],

we have

inf  I(v)<    inf  Iô(v) = Iä(us) < Is(uo) < Iu(uo).
vev0+u0 veVo+uo

Thus, the equality (1.6) gives us the following estimates:

(2.11) 5 I \sD(us)\2 dx<Cx,     I div2 us dx < C2,      I \e(uâ)\ dx < C3
Ja Ja Ja

with positive constants C, which do not depend on ô .

Next, it is clear that the necessary and sufficient condition for the minimum
of the problem may be written in the form

(2.12) / os : e(v) dx = M(v)     forallweF0,
Ja

where

"" = % ('<"'>) ̂ «"V) I + *o<W I+^A (l«e(«')l) ¡p^j

Setting

we can assert that

(2.13) o$eK.

The theory of duality gives the extremality relation

(2.14) o-0á : e(us) - g (í(m¿)) - ^a (os , oô) = 0   a.e. in   Q.

Taking into account the equilibrium equations (2.12) and the estimates (2.11),
we arrive at

(2.15)

h(u&) = j {^\eD(us)\2 + o* : e(us) - l-a (o$ , a0¿) } dx - M(u*)

=  I 0$: e(us - u0) dx - M(us - u0) + ■= I \eD(us)\2 dx + R{o$)
Ja 2 Ja

^—s I (as-SeD(u0)-^-"
2/i-S Ja\ 2p

I (oô - SeD<

S
- M(u5 - Uo) + - / \eD(uô)\2 dx + R(o$)

1 Ja

= ß(o) + R(o*)-^^\eD(uä)\2dx

<ß(S) + R(o$),
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where ß(S) —► 0 as ô —> 0. Presupposing that the statement (2.9) is false, we

have

(2.16) A := lim supRs(os)>R(o).
ö—»0

Then there are sequences such that

RSk(aSk)^A,
2.17) 7V     '

oô0k - o0£K   weakly in L2(Q; M?xn).

It is very easy to see that oo £ Qf. By the upper semicontinuity of the functional

R on L2(Q; Msnx") we get from (2.15), (2.16) and (2.17)

(2.18) R(o) < A < R(oo), o0£QfnK =► R(a0) < R(a).

So, we obtain a contradiction. We now prove the statement (2.10). A necessary

and sufficient condition for the extremum of the Problem ( 7?s* ) has the form

^{^.t-rt+(¿-¿)(k-|-^K^
' - o"50)

(2.19)
-e(wo):(t-o-'5)} dx = 0

for all t e Qf. Thus, we can write

R(a) - Rs(os) = J { - ^(a, tr) + e(w0) : <j + X-a(a6 , a"5) - e(u0) : a5

4(I-¿)^-^-a}^

4(¿-¿)a^i-v&ft}&
= -| I a(o - oó, o - os) dx

= -- I a(o-oô, os -o) dx.
2 Jii

The assertion (2.10) is proved.   D

3. Dual finite element approximation and error estimate

To avoid some technical difficulties, we consider the case when / = 0, d2£l =

0 and Q is a polygon or a polyhedron. Then Q := Qf is transformed into the

subspace

Q := {r £ L2(Q ; M?XH) : divi = 0}.
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Let Qh be some finite-dimensional subspace in Q. We consider the following

finite-dimensional problem.

Problem (3°s*h) : Find as-h £ Qh such that

(3.1) Rô(oS'h) = snp{Rs(xh):xh£Qh).

Theorem 2. The following error estimate is valid:

(3.2)

II**'* - <na;Mr") * c (^ }%y - °%nn;Mr") + *<("') ~ *(*)) ■

Here, the positive constant C does not depend on h , ô and a.

Proof. A necessary and sufficient condition for the maximum of the Problem

(&>¡h ) looks formally like (2.19):

(3.3)
I \a(oó'h , xh - a8-h) - e(uo) : (t* - <*s'h)

/l 1   \ nô,hD.(rhD      nô,hD\^

+ (s - ¿) 'I'""' - ̂ >+       'U }ix-°
for all xh £ Qh . Setting xh = 0 in (3.3), we obtain the energy estimate

(3.4) J (a(oS'h , os-h) + (±-±-\ (\°ô'hD\ - V2>.)i) dx < C4,

where the positive constant C4 depends only on  ¡|fi(i/o)||i2(n-Af"x") *   By tne

equations (2.19) and (3.3), we have

I ¡a(oó'h-os,oó'h-o¿ )

+ (T-¿V(káVv^.L/
s   2pjyi~   '        '*\o*D\

\o5'hD\

= I {a(oô-h , xh - o&) - e(u0) : (xh - oô)

It follows from the previous equality that

I a(oê-h -oô ,oS'h -oô)dx
Ja

<Ci[\\o   '   \\Li{çi-M7*") + \\e(U0)\\Li(a;M'!*'>)

Thus, the required estimate (3.2) follows from (2.10) and (3.4).   D

Remark. For n = 2 one can find in [6] some useful examples of the subspace

Qh .  Corresponding finite element approximations are affine at each element.
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The simplest way of constructing such elements is based on introducing Airy's

stress function and applying the composite piecewise cubic plate bending ele-

ments of Hsieh-Clough-Tocher (see, for instance, [2]).
Suppose that

(3.5) || \Vo*\ \\„< Cx

with a constant Cx which does not depend on 5 . Then for the finite element

approximation in question we can state

(3.6) inf ||ta - <7â\\L2(n-Mnxn) ^ Qh    (does not depend on Ô ).

We choose S = h in (3.6) and (3.2). For this case the following estimate holds:

(3.7) \\oh'h-o\\L2(ri.Mr„)<C3^h + Rh(oh)-R(o).

Sometimes it is possible to find estimates for Rh(oh) - R(o) from the mechan-

ical point of view or as a posteriori estimates.

Unfortunately, the authors have failed to prove the estimate (3.5), but its

local variant has been proved in [10] and [11], i.e.,

II |V<7á| \\»m< C4   Vfi0€fi

with a constant C4 which depends on dist(£2o> dd) but not on S .

The proposed dual finite element method gives directly approximations for

stresses and corresponding plastic and elastic zones. In the primal finite element

method it is necessary to calculate first derivatives of displacements to get the

corresponding information.

For other approaches of finite element approximations to the solution of the

Problem (7P*) we refer, for instance, to [4, 8] and, in optimal shape design

context, to [5].
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